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Name: Jessica Singh 
 
Year and line of study at KTH: 3rd Chemical Engineering 
 
Which university did you visit? (Name, city, state)  
City College of New York, CCNY 
 
Time frame: 7th june – 19th august 
Visa type: J1 
Insurance: Kammarkollegiet 
Scholarship: $2000 from CCNY (excluding tax). 10000 SEK from CHUST 
 
Project description 
 
I worked with Janus particles in Professor Kretzschmar team for the PhD student Ellen Knapp. 
A couple weeks into the project I became a mentor to a high school student. My project was 
focused on the Langmuir trough experiments looking at the effect of amphiphilicity on the 
orientation and collapse mechanism of a Janus particles-laden air-water interface. Most of my 
work in the lab was independent. My intern helped me with certain things that was repetitive. I 
was in contact with my PhD student through email and text, as she was in Colorado for her post-
doc the whole summer. Professor Kretzschmar was the one taught me the procedures. By talking 
regularly to Professor Kretzschmar you’ll get a lot of feedback and help if needed. She is a nice 
person and has the students best in mind always. All the method I learned where new for me.  
My prior knowledge was sufficient for me to be able to handle the tasks that was presented for 
me. I was given a lot of responsibility as Professor Kretzschmar trusted me and I had the most 
experienced in the lab when the PhD students were out of the lab and only high schoolers and 
undergrads where in the lab.  
 
 
Campus life 
 
Due to it was summer break, there wasn’t an active student life. Campus had a gym that had 
horrible opening hours.  There weren’t any events for CHUST students but they did encourage 
us to go on other student organization events. As I was a mentor for summer high school 
students, I was allowed to attend their events at campus. Night life was really fun as there is 
always something to do in NYC. I became close with the PhD students from other teams and 
therefore went to a lot of BBQ, dinners and baseball games.  
 
New York City is expensive. I spent a lot of money. I had to finance out of pocket as we don’t 
get any scholarships until the last week of the internship. I got the CCNY the last week of the 



internship, as they have to wire transfer money. We had to send in a couple of documents for this 
which included account information and regarding tax. The CHUST scholarship we had to send 
in documents for our bank and registration that we took a course for the internship. I don’t know 
how long it will take for us to get this scholarship. It has been 1 month after the summer 
internship and we still haven’t gotten any information about this. 
 
We found it through Airbnb. I stayed with 2 other CHUST students. It was 3000 USD per 
month. We lived in Queens which meant that it was 1-hour commute but we lived in a 3-
bedroom house so I didn’t mind the commute. The housing was good but I recommend to try to 
get to know people a little bit before you move in with them.  
 
Application 
 
Were there any problems that did arise during your stay, that you think future students 
need to know about? In such case, which problems did you encounter? 
 
I didn’t have any problems during the application process. But do try to always have your 
required documents ready and be aware that it’s expensive. Professor Kretzschmar was very 
helpful during the visa process. Try to get your social security number as fast as possible.  You 
have to put your name on the mailbox, so remember that. It’s fine to just put a paper sticker with 
your full name on it.  
 
Things to bring: 
 
CCNY: Transcript of records, motivation letter, resumé, I-901 
Embassy: Invitation letter from CCNY, bank statement, DS-2019, DS-7002, I-901 (SEVIS 
payment proof), passport, 2x2” photo.   
 
May we publish your travel story on the official CHUST webpage 
(kongligkemi.com/chust) so that future exchange students can be helped by the 
information? (Yes/No) 
Yes 
 


